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Preface

Do you know what happens if you inhale a lot of helium? Back when I was
an art student, I bought two canisters of pure helium for one of my works.
Inhaling helium, as you might know, raises the pitch of your voice. But common helium balloons don’t really raise your voice that much, and it goes back
to normal right away.

“But I might be able to produce some really funky noises with these.”
So I exhaled with all my might, opened one of the canisters, and filled my
lungs with as much helium as I could. And everything just went black. I tried
to breathe, but all I could really do was gasp, as no air would grace my lungs.
I could feel the warmth leaving my body as I started to lose consciousness.
It was only after this experience that I learned that inhaling pure helium can
lead to suffocation and death.
Since I was all alone in the lab, I decided it might be a good idea to call out
for help.

In super soprano: “Help meee....”
But that voice! Inhaling helium is dangerous in more than one way. The first
is that it suffocates you, and the second is that even if you call for help, your
cries will probably be dismissed as a bad practical joke.
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Wha...?
My eyes...

gasp
gasp

I cacan’t
breathe...
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We’re usually not aware of the elements in our daily lives. We don’t look at
a desk and instantly think “Carbon!” And knowing a lot about the elements
doesn’t really make you cool (in fact it’s quite the opposite).

The concept of elements doesn’t come naturally to us.
First of all, protons, neutrons, and electrons are all so small. And the idea
that you can split this complex world into 118 basic elements isn’t easy to
believe. But the concept of the elements also has this aura of serenity that is
hard to resist—a promise that hints at the true core of all matter. However,
they are still too small to for us to care about in our daily lives, and they’re
too abstract to serve as explanations for why the things around us are as
they are.
In this book, I’ve tried to distill these seemingly abstract little things into
something that might be easier to grasp. This book was written with the
help and supervision of Kouhei Tamao of the Institute of Physical and Chemical
Research, Hiromu Sakurai of Kyoto Pharmaceutical University, and Takahito
Terashima of Kyoto University. I don’t think there is any real point in trying
to remember everything about every element, but I hope that you’ll learn a
little about each and every one of them—and have fun—by reading this book.
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Help meee...

Surprised at
his own voice
But it went back to
normal right away.
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Helium

Oxygen,
among others

Hydrogen

010

Helium

Oxygen,
among others

Hydrogen

011

Elements of Earth

Carbon,
among others

Iron

Magnesium

Silicon

Oxygen
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Elements of
Earth’s Crust

Others

Sodium

Others

Calcium
Sodium
Iron
Chlorine
Aluminum

Silicon

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Oxygen
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Elements fit perfectly in discussions of things like planets and outer space.
But discussing our daily lives from the perspective of elements usually
doesn’t make much sense. In the last billion years or so, the elements of
Earth haven’t changed much. And it doesn’t matter to the elements whether
people live or die—it’s all the same to them.

Environmental problems don’t affect them either.
The elements remain unaffected even if holes open up in the ozone layer or
the atmosphere fills up with carbon dioxide. Unless something really drastic
happens, like a meteor strike or a nuclear bomb, there’s really no change
to the elements of Earth. But if something like that happens, then nothing
really matters anymore, does it? It becomes hard to even start comparing
our daily lives to the lives of the elements when we think about it like this.
But even though there’s no change in the elements themselves, if we look at
a time span of say 10,000 years, a change in the way we use the elements
can clearly be seen. Let’s take a look at that next.
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No change

015

016

Wood and grass

Soil and dirt

017

018

Copper swords

Wood and grass

Obsidian blades
and arrowheads
Clay pots

Bone tools

Cloth

Soil and dirt
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020

Ceramic enamel

Wood and grass

Plaster walls

Money
Swords

Cloth

Stone, ceramics
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022

DVDs

Fluorescent
heat lamps

Aluminum
window frames
Wood and grass

LCDs

Speakers
Glass

Plastic
Laptop computers

Mobile phones

Cloth

Cement

Steel frames
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The number of elements we use every day has been steadily increasing
over the last 10,000 years, with an especially sharp increase over the last
50 years or so. We use five times more elements than in primitive times and
twice as many as in medieval times.

Elements from all corners of the world gather in our living rooms.
The indium used in our LCD TVs is from China, and plastic and vinyl are from
oil drilled in the Middle East. (Oil is made up of carbon, mind you.) With the
recent spread of the Internet, our borders have opened up with the help of
copper and silicon dioxide (the elements that make up fiber-optic cables). Just
imagine all the photons and electrons flying around the world. It probably
wouldn’t be a lie to say that this is the first time since the last cataclysmic
asteroid struck Earth that this many different elements are being used
at the same time.
When we say “global,” most people think of the economy, or maybe politics. But there is probably nothing as “global” as the basic elements. We
are always connected to the rest of the world through the elements in our
technology.
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The elements of
the world in
your living room
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You
sure
about
this?

Duty
calls...

THE SUPER PERIODIC TABLE
OF THE ELEMENTS

The Periodic Table of the Elements
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Basic elements are usually represented using letters, like
F and H. The rows in the table are called periods, and the
columns are called families or groups. Since there are so
many elements in both the Ln and An families, they’ve
been given their own space at the bottom. Understanding
the structure of the periodic table can really help when
trying to learn about the amazing world of the elements.
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Harriet Likes Navy Karl’s Rubber-Coated Frigate.
I’m sure many of you used nonsensical mnemonic tricks like this one to
memorize the periodic table just like I did.
This is a pointless waste of time.
The elements were originally arranged in this way according to the number
of protons present in the atomic core, but this number also determines the
number of electrons orbiting the core, and this number in turn determines
the behavior of the atom, which finally determines the atom’s properties.
“Harriet Likes Navy Karl’s...” is only a simple memorization tool to help you
learn the elements’ names; it doesn’t help you actually get to know them.
That’s why we have the periodic table.
The periodic table is the amazing result of many scientists’ knowledge and
hard work. But even so, it doesn’t make much sense the first time you see
it. By making each element’s properties obvious at a glance, I’ve created a
periodic table that should be a bit more accessible to newcomers.
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Use it wisely.

My hero!

This is no help
at all...
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Elementary particle names

Electron
Neutron

Atom
Proton

Nucleus

Proton

Neutron

Nucleus

Atomic names are used to classify the basic elements.
Atoms are made up of a nucleus and orbiting electrons. The nucleus
consists of two kinds of particles called protons and neutrons.
Protons and electrons are electrically charged; protons are positive and
electrons are negative. An atom in its most basic form is electrically balanced, which means that there is an equal number of protons and electrons.
If additional electrons are added or removed, we say that the atom becomes
ionized, and it is consequently called an ion.
The electrons orbiting the nucleus move very fast and are therefore collectively called the electron cloud. I simplified the cloud in the drawing above
so that individual electrons can be seen.
03 2

The atom as a face

Each electron belongs to an electron shell. As the number of electrons
increases, new shells are formed farther away from the nucleus. The electrons belonging to the outer shell are called valence electrons. Interactions
between atoms are governed by their valence electrons, and many atomic
properties are derived from the number of these electrons.
As you can see, I rearranged this atom into a face: The neutrons became
eyes, and the protons became the nose and mouth. While not exactly scientific, this presentation should make for a much more attractive collection of
elements.
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Hairstyles of the elements

I’ve split the properties of the elements into 14 categories. (Hydrogen is
in a class by itself.) They’re mostly organized according to the families in
the periodic table, but since some elements belonging to the same family
exhibit different properties and elements of different families can be similar,
I decided to alter these categorizations slightly. I tried to model each group’s
hairstyle after its chemical properties.
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Alkali metals

Alkaline earth metals

Floaty, flirty hair.

A bit plain.
Pudding bowl cut.

All elements of the 1st family
except hydrogen. They’re very
soft for being metals and can
even be cut with a knife. They’re
also not very dense, so they float
in water. And they oxidize easily,
which means they quickly lose
their luster.

The metals belonging to the family in the lower part of the 2nd
column from the left. They’re
highly reactive and can bind to
the oxygen and moisture in the
air, although not as easily as the
alkali metals. They’re commonly
found in rock, hence the “earth”
in the family name.
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Transition metals

The zinc family

The majority of the metal elements.
Clean-cut and boring.

Volatile.
Punk hair.

The elements from the 3rd to
the 11th families. These are the
multitude of elements usually
referred to as metals. They all
possess very similar properties,
and there are a lot of them.

The four elements of the 12th
family. Mercury is different from
zinc and cadmium in that it’s the
only metal that’s in liquid form
at room temper ature. T hese
elements all evaporate easily,
have low melting points, and are
volatile.

The boron family

The carbon family

Light and sharp.
Pointy hair.

The talented ones.
Intellihair.

The elements of the 13th family. Aluminum is their front man,
appearing in many modern applications. The family’s name might
rhyme with “moron,” but don’t
underestimate these elements—
gallium, indium, and the rest of
them are all used in cutting-edge
technology.

The elements of the 14th family.
Carbon is highly reactive, which
means it will bind with many different elements and can be found
in almost all organic compounds.
Silicon is widely used as a semiconduc tor. Lead, ger manium,
and tin were very popular back
in the day but don’t make many
appearances nowadays.
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The nitrogen family

The oxygen family

Hates normal.
Mohawk.

Old school.
The half-assed bald shave.

The five elements in the 15th
family. All of them are solids at
room temperature except for
nitrogen, which creates ver y
stable molecules that make up
about 80% of our atmosphere.
Many of these have been known
for ages, among them phosphorus and arsenic, which made
good poisons among other things.

The 16th family, consisting of
six elements. Oxygen is the only
gas at room temperature. Sulfur, selenium, and tellur ium
are all ores and minerals that
make up common rocks. Polonium is slightly radioactive. This
group is often referred to as the
chalcogens.

Halogens

Noble gases

Bald and bulbous,
like a halogen lamp.

Too cool.
Afro.

The nonmetallic elements of the
17th family. At room temperature, fluorine and chlorine are
gases, iodine and astatine are
solids, and bromine’s a liquid, so
they’re not very similar in that
respect. But they’re all highly
reactive and create salts when
bound to elements from the alkali
and alkaline earth families.

The six elements of the 18th
family. They’re the most stable
elements of all and therefore
seldom reac t . T hey all have
low boiling and melting points.
Helium doesn’t solidify even at
absolute zero (−273.15°C).
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Lanthanides

Actinides

Very rare.
Astro hair.

Mostly man-made.
Robot hair.

The 15 elements starting with
lanthanum and ending with lutetium. They are extremely rare
and are therefore sometimes
called the rare-earth elements.
Some of them possess very similar properties and can be difficult
to tell apar t. It took over 100
years to find them all.

Actinides is the umbrella name
for the 15 elements starting with
actinium and ending with lawrencium. Their proper ties are
very similar to the lanthanides
series’, and almost all of them
are man-made. The elements
after neptunium are all heavier
than uranium, so they’re sometimes called transuranic.

Other metals

Hydrogen and the Unun series

The outsiders.
Weird hair.

The supreme ruler
and the shrouded unknowns.

Beryllium and magnesium are in
the same column as the alkaline
earth metals, but I’ve decided to
put them into their own category
since they don’t display some of
the characteristics common to the
others. For instance, they don’t
burn with any particular color
when subjected to the flame test,
while the other four do.

Hydrogen holds a special place in
the universe, as it’s the simplest
element of them all but makes
up roughly 71% of the known
universe. The properties of the
hard-to-remember unun series
in the other corner of the table,
however, are still more or less
unknown.
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Afro

Huh?
It’s
repeating!

Afro

If you fold it up...
Mendeleev’s
discovery

It becomes the periodic table!
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Afro

Afro

Now that we’ve split the elements into categories, let’s line them up and look
for a pattern. Do you see it?
The elements, if arranged according to their atomic weight, exhibit an apparent periodicity of properties.
This is what the Russian scientist Dmitri Mendeleev discovered and wrote
in his presentation “The dependence between the properties of the atomic
weights of the elements.” He pointed out that this periodicity can be used to
create a table where elements of the same column exhibit similar properties,
and get heavier with each row. This discovery eventually matured into the
periodic table we know today.
Just because we managed to split the elements into different categories
doesn’t mean that they don’t have their individual quirks and properties.
Wouldn’t it be great if we could make a periodic table where you could see
all these properties right away, just by looking at each element? Something
like a super periodic table of the elements...

04 3

Matter states as body types

Let’s not stop at faces. Let’s do their bodies too!
At room temperature, some elements (like iron) are solid, others (like
mercury) are liquid, and yet others (like oxygen) are gaseous. I’m going to let
the lower half of their bodies indicate which form they normally have. Gases
will be ghosts, liquids will be aliens from Planet X, and solids will be humans.
There are only two natural liquids though, so most of them will be solids or
gases.
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Atomic weight as body weight

Medium

One atomic weight unit is equal to one-twelfth of a carbon-12 atom’s
weight—but let’s leave the technical stuff for another time. As you can
see, I decided to model atomic weight as body weight. Atoms generally get
heavier the farther you go in the periodic table, so my drawings will just
keep getting fatter. It is worth noting that roentgenium (atomic number
111) is about 270 times as heavy as the lightest element, hydrogen. So
instead of trying to model the exact relationships between the atoms,
which would force me to draw the biggest elements several pages large,
I’ll just try to capture the general feeling of their relative sizes.
04 5

Discovery year as age

Ancient

18th century

19th century
20th century
Some elements were discovered ages ago, and some synthetic ones were discovered only recently.
I thought I’d model their ages after how long we’ve known about them.
Most elements were discovered during the 19th century, so using that as a
baseline, I decided on these four simple categories.
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Special properties as backgrounds and clothes

Radioactive
Radioactive elements.
They can be difficult
to handle but have
many important uses.

Magnetic

Luminescent

E lem en t s t h at g en er at e
powerful magnetic fields. I
decided on a fancy two-tone
suit to match the duality of
a magnet’s north and south
poles.

E lem en t s u s e d for
luminous paint, fireworks, and fiber-optic
cables.

I tried to make it extra clear which elements possess
radioactive, magnetic, and luminescent properties.
The mark around the radioactive character is inspired
by the real radioactivity hazard symbol, which warns
of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.
Magnetic elements will be easily recognized by their
two-color suits.

The real
mark looks
like this.

04 7

Usage areas as clothes

Multipurpose

Mineral

Daily

Industrial

T he s e v er s at ile
team players are
popular in most
application areas.

Element s used by
our bodies as nutrient s ar e dr e s s e d
to show of f t heir
healthy physique.

The nurturing materials we encounter
ever y day in our
kitchens and living
rooms.

The businessman
elements that work
in our industries
and factories.

Some elements are used by all of us, and some are used only by scientists.
I decided to illustrate their applications by giving them different clothes, but
it proved more difficult than I first anticipated. Some elements are used in
many different areas, which makes it hard to say that they belong to any
single one. But the categories should serve as a general pointer at least.
048

Specialist

Scientific

Man-made

Elements used
only in specialized
applications wear
coveralls.

E le m e n t s n o t y e t
used by the general
public but that can
be found in research
la bor ator ie s wear
lab coats.

Man-made elements
w e ar r ob o t s u i t s .
(Used in Gundam
construction.)
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The Super Periodic Table of the Elements
This is the super periodic table. You can see that the
elements get heavier with each row and that the columns
are grouped according to their properties. This makes
it a very easy-to-understand, illustrative approach to
the periodic table.
There is a poster in the back of this book with a larger
version of this table, if you’d like to take a closer look.

05 0

051

Hey, this
isn't so
bad!

The hard
part's just
beginning...

One Element Can Have Many Roles.
Now let’s take a look at each element individually. What’s interesting here
is that each element can sometimes be found in the earth, other times in
the air, and yet other times inside living beings. Oxygen, for example, erupts
in a violent explosion if exposed to fire but turns into water if compounded
with hydrogen. Even though we’ll be looking at one element at a time, each
of them has the potential to fill many different roles. I have therefore tried
to limit the information in each presentation to the kind of things that you
might encounter in your daily life.

But There Are So Many of Them!
How can a normal human be expected to keep track of them all? Have no
fear: If you ever feel lost, just have a look at the following index. The elements are listed in order of atomic number, so finding the one you’re looking
for should be a piece of cake.
Okay, enough chitchat—on to the elements!
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Period

Atomic number

Hydrogen

Helium

Lithium

Beryllium

Boron

Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Fluorine

Neon

SodiuM

Magnesium

Aluminum

Silicon

Phosphorus

Sulfur

Chlorine

Argon
055

Period
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Atomic Number

Potassium

Calcium

Scandium

Titanium

Vanadium

Chromium

Manganese

Iron

Cobalt

Nickel

Copper

Zinc

Gallium

Germanium

Arsenic

Selenium

Bromine

Krypton

Period

Atomic Number

Rubidium

Strontium

Yttrium

Zirconium

Niobium

Molybdenum

Technetium

Ruthenium

Rhodium

Palladium

Silver

Cadmium

Indium

Tin

Antimony

Tellurium

Iodine

Xenon
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Period

Cesium

Barium

Lanthanum

Cerium

Promethium

Samarium

Europium

Gadolinium

Holmium

Tungsten

Mercury
05 8

Atomic number

Erbium

Rhenium

Thallium

Thulium

Osmium

Lead

Praseodymium Neodymium

Terbium

Ytterbium Lutetium

Iridium

Bismuth

Hafnium

Platinum

Polonium

Astatine

Dysprosium

Tantalum

Gold

Radon

Period

Atomic number

Francium

Radium

Actinium

Thorium

Protactinium Uranium

Neptunium

Plutonium

Americium

Curium

Berkelium

Californium

Einsteinium

Fermium

Lawrencium

Rutherfordium

Dubnium

Copernicium

Mendelevium Nobelium

Seaborgium Bohrium

Ununtrium

Flerovium

Hassium

Ununpentium

Meitnerium Darmstadtium Roentgenium

Livermorium

Ununseptium

Ununoctium
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How to read the figures

Atomic number

Molar mass

Element name

Amounts of elementary entities such as atoms,
molecules, and isotopes are measured in moles,
where 1 mole is equal to the number of atoms in
12 grams of carbon-12 (12C). The molar masses
listed here are all rounded to four significant
digits, and these are the official numbers recognized by IUPAC. Also, some radioactive elements
that lack stable isotopes will have the weight of
an observed isotope written in square brackets
instead.

The element’s position in
the periodic table
It’s at the brown dot.

Chinese character
The element’s
Chinese character

Period and family
Element symbol

06 0

The number above is the element’s
period, and the one below is the
family. Hydrogen belongs to the
first period and the first family.

A special element that
doesn't fit into any
category

Element
character

Multipurpose

Gaseous

The god element
that makes up the
universe

Discovery year : 1766

Pronunciation

Hydrogen was by far the most common element in the first few minutes after the Big Bang, along with
small amounts of deuterium and
helium. These gases eventually
formed the first stars. In a sense,
hydrogen is the element that gave
birth to all life. One of the most...

Melting point
The temperature at which
solid matter liquifies

Discovery year

Boiling point
The temperature at which
liquid matter evaporates

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0ºC)

Density
The density of an element
is its mass per unit volume. Water, for example,
has a density of 1. The
number listed refers to the
density of a solid at 20°C,
unless written otherwise.
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Aluminum

Suuuper
light

A special element that
doesn't fit into any
category

Multipurpose

Heh
Gaseous

It's actually
really dangerous.

The sun is
hydrogen
heaven!
Into the
light...

The god element
that makes up the
universe

Discovery year : 1766
06 4

Hydrogen was by far the most common
element in the first few minutes after
the Big Bang, along with small amounts
of deuterium and helium. These gases
eventually formed the first stars. In a
sense, hydrogen is the element that
gave birth to all life. One of the most
basic building blocks of all life on Earth,
water, is made up of oxygen and hydrogen. Our bodies are also made of over

Margarine is
hardened using
hydrogen.

It's also used as
rocket fuel.
60% water, and the double helix in our
DNA is strung together with hydrogen
bonds. So if you’re a believer, you might
want to begin praying to hydrogen. One
of the more recent application areas is
clean energy, where it might replace fossil fuels. But even though it has helped
us in so many ways, try to not get on its
nerves. Hydrogen explodes if it comes in
contact with fire!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0ºC)

Found in ze
ppelins
Noble gas

What? Whoa,
it slid out.
Very fluid
Gaseous

Sound
waves

It becomes a
wall-climbing
liquid at -271˚c.

Raises the
pitch of
your voice

The lighthearted gas
that Raises our spirits
and our voices

Discovery year : 1868
06 6

Children know it from funny voices and balloons. This ancient element could be found
along with hydrogen minutes after the Big
Bang. And without these two, no other elements could have been formed. They are the
only two elements that are lighter than air,
so maybe they’re kind of like the leaders,
looking down on all the others? But helium,
unlike hydrogen, is one cool cookie and
doesn’t explode easily at all.

Melting point
(Pressurized)

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0°C)

Alkali metal
Burns with
a bright red
color

Battery
Champion
Industrial
uses

Solid

ul
Beautif rs
olo
c
m
iu
lith

The red in
fireworks

The power source of
the mobile age

Discovery year : 1817

Lithium, the lightest metal, was also born at
the time of the Big Bang, so hydrogen, helium,
and lithium are actually triplets. But there
was so little lithium at the time, it couldn’t
do much. Today, however, it is an essential
component in both lithium ion batteries and
mobile devices. It’s light, powerful, and easy
to recharge, and it doesn’t really deteriorate.
It can also be found in seawater, so we won’t
run out anytime soon.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(0°C)
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Other

Hard
nya

Poison

King of
springs

Springs that
can withsta
nd
over 20 billi
on
contractions
.

Solid

Light

Strong
Detrimental
to the
lungs

super talented!
elite and legendary!

Discovery year: 1797
06 8

It’s the elite metal with skills galore: It
weighs two-thirds what aluminum does, it
resists heat with a melting point of 1278°C,
and it can create springs that can withstand
over 20 billion contractions. Yet it still leads
a tragic life due to the fact that its particles form a deadly poison. Since it’s hard to
forge anything without first powdering the
materials, it has not been adopted in mass
production.

Melting point

Boiling point
(Pressurized)
Density

Heat-resista
nt
glass

The boron
family

Stab

Dehydrates
cockroaches
using
poisonous
bait

Fake
snow in
movies

Helping our daily lives
in so many ways

Discovery year: 1892

Solid
Disinfecting
properties

We mostly use boron in compounds. For
example, the technical term for the heatresistant glass Pyrex is borosilicate glass,
created by adding boron oxide to keep the
glass from swelling and shrinking. Harder
diamonds can be created by combining boron
with carbon. Finding new boron combinations is a great way for a chemist to show
off; two Nobel prizes have been awarded for
boron compound research.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(Type B)
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Water
purification
The
carbon
family

Multipurpose
A friend
from
ancient
times

Solid

Activated
charcoal

Appears
in many
different
forms

Charcoal
Air
purification

In
calligraphy
ink

Part of every
living thing

Discovery year: Ancient
070

Carbon is the building block of all life.
One could argue that the food chain
should instead be called something like
“the carbon tug-of-war.” Carbohydrates,
proteins, and all the other nutrients
that we require are made up of carbon
compounds. The same is also true of
our cells, DNA, and the plants we eat.
(Plants create their carbohydrates from
carbon dioxide through a process called

Its properties
change
depending on
how it binds
together.
Pencil
graphite

All living
things

Diamonds

There are over 10,000,000
different naturally occurring
carbon compounds.

Carbon
nanotubes
photosynthesis.) The fourth most abundant element in the universe, carbon
comes in many forms, from the graphite
in our pencils to diamonds. The forms are
so different that it’s hard to believe that
they’re made from the same element.
It appears today in oil, plastics, clothes,
and medicines. It has also drawn a lot of
recent attention with the advent of carbon nanotube research.

Melting point
(diamond)
Boiling point
(sublimation)
Density
(diamond)

Fullerene,
used in tennis
rackets and
golfclubs
071

The nitrogen
family

As
fertilizer

A dangerous
explosive

Multipurpose

Crash
Gaseous

en
Liquid nitrog
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n
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n
matter dow
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Looks friendly and cool,
but can be dangerous

Discovery year: 1772
072

Air is made
up of
about 80% ni
trogen.
Making up about 80% of the air we breathe,
nitrogen is also the main component of our
DNA and the amino acids that make up the
proteins in our bodies. It may seem docile,
but most explosives—like nitroglycerin and
dynamite—are made using nitrogen compounds. Combined with oxygen, it’s also a
major pollutant. Liquid nitrogen is used in
such diverse applications as cryogenics and
the preparation of ultra-smooth ice cream.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0°C)

The oxygen
family

Made as a
by-product
from plant
photosynthes
is

The ozone layer that
absorbs harmful
ultraviolet radiation

O3 = ozone

The single-minded element
that protects earth

Discovery year: 1774

Multipurpose

Gaseous

When
something
burns, it's
actually
binding wit
h
oxygen.
T he ox ygen most living things need to
breathe makes up about 20% of our air and
is created primarily through plant photosynthesis. Fire also uses up oxygen when it
burns, and the ozone layer that protects us
from the sun’s ultraviolet rays is made out
of it. Rust and rot are also just two types of
oxidation, which occurs when oxygen binds
with different elements and changes their
properties.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0°C)
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Food won't burn and stick!

Halogen

Teflon
frying pans
Daily uses

in
Makes holes
yer
the ozone la
(Freon gas)

Gaseous

Super
shiny

Prevents
cavities

The tidy poison

Discovery year: 1886
074

Waterproofin
g

When we think of fluorine, we might think
of toothpaste or frying pans. It sticks to our
teeth after we’ve brushed them, helping to
protect them from bacteria. And coating frying pans and umbrellas with fluorine resin
makes it hard for things to stick to them.
Pure fluorine, however, is very poisonous,
and isolating it from its compounds was no
simple feat. The first to do this, the French
chemist Moissan, received a Nobel prize.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0°C)

Noble gas

Shiny

The first neon
sign was made
in Montmartre,
Paris in 1912.

Specialist
uses
Gaseous

Creates
powerful
lasers

Shines red
when subjected
to electrical
discharge

The beacon of the night
was born in Paris

Discovery year: 1898

The neon lights that color our cities at night
all work by discharging electricity into neon
gas encapsulated in glass tubes. The first
time this was done was in 1912 in Montmartre, Paris. Neon, normally a very stable
gas, shines reddish orange when subjected
to electricity. This color can be changed,
though, by adding other elements. Helium
makes it yellow, mercury makes it turquoise,
and argon makes it blue, for example.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0°C)
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Alkali metal

Hydrogen
flies away

Mineral
Burns
yellow

Solid
Reacts
explosively
with water

Makes
excellent
bathing pow
der

Mother’s favorite,
Good for both food and
cleaning!

Discovery year: 1807
076

Sodium compound s are great for
housework! For example, table salt
(sodium chloride) and baking powder
(sodium bicarbonate) are both essential for cooking. Cleaning supplies such
as bleaching agents and soaps are
based on sodium compounds. Bathing powders and bubble baths are
mostly made out of sodium-hydrogen

R -SO 3 Na =
Stain remover
(Surface tension
agent)

oil +
Na OH =
Soap

Na H C O 3 =
Baking powder

Na CL =
Table salt

N a CO 3 =
Konjac gel

Sodium-augmented
tunnel lamps
The kitchen is
sodium heaven.

carbonates. But this loved and popular character also has some dangerous
properties. Many sodium compounds
are highly water soluble, but if pure
sodium comes in contact with water,
it explodes, proving it to be something
of a gremlin element! That’s why it’s
popular to store it in oil or some other
non-water liquid.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

077

Other
Burns
brightly

Light but
sturdy

Mineral
Solid
Good for
making portable
electronics
Can be
found in
tofu

The super skilled
honor student?!

Discovery year: 1808
078

And
bricks
Lighter than aluminum and as strong as
steel, magnesium has good electrical and
magnetic insulation properties and does not
retain heat. That’s why it’s perfect for laptop and cell phone shells. But magnesium
is not just a techie element, as it’s found in
abundance both in tofu and in the chlorophyll that makes plants green. On top of all
these other talents, it’s also good for clearing
constipation!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Aluminum
Light

Sapphires

The boron
family

High-voltage
wires are made
of aluminum.
Daily uses

Duralumin
cases are
made of
aluminum
alloys.

window
frames

Solid

Can be foun
d in all
kinds of ev
eryday
things
Aluminum
cans

Very
conductive

Used in one-yen coins

The most common metal
on earth

'

Discovery year: 1807

Street
signs

Aluminum is a light metal that’s very easy
to work with. It doesn’t rust, conducts electricity well, and is extremely cheap. It can
also be alloyed easily to add properties of
other metals, producing things like coins,
aluminum foil, window frames, and airplane
body parts. It has protective properties when
applied to stomach membranes and works
great as a stress reliever—a good thing in
our stress-filled society.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

079

The carbon
family

The basic
material used
to make
integrated
circuits.

Multipurpose

It's sand,
basically.

For
semiconductors

Solid
Hee hee

Silicone
is silicon
plastic.
All
manner of
containers

The digital artisan
from the desert

Discovery year: 1823
08 0

The next time someone asks you about
silicon, just point at some sand. It is the
second most abundant element on Earth
and can be found as silicon dioxide or
silicate in (for example) quartz and crystals. In olden times, it was often used
for making glass due to its strength, but
it’s now the mainstay of the digital age.
We treasure it as vital to creating semiconductors and solar batteries. Silicone

Glass
tics

Fiberop

Cement and
concrete
buildings

Crystals

rubber is used to make baby bot tle
caps and breast implants, among other
things. Silicon dioxide –rich sand has
heat-resistant properties and is used to
make bricks and building walls. The insulation material asbestos was popular at
the end of the 19th century, but now we
know that asbestos fibers can accumulate
in the lungs and are highly carcinogenic.
Pure silicon isn’t poisonous at all, though.

Melting point

Boiling point

Conditioner
Density

08 1

The nitrogen
family

The white
parts of
bird’s nest

Mineral
The three
essential
plant
elements

Solid
Red
phosphorus

Whiff
Fertilizer

It all started with pee!
The lively element

Discovery year: 1669
08 2

About when Isaac Newton was busy dodging falling apples, German alchemists were
evaporating urine in their experiments,
which led to the discovery of phosphorus.
It can be found in several colors, among
them white, red, and purple. Our DNA and
cells crave it to function properly. It is also
essential in agriculture as fertilizer. Red
phosphorus is used in the striking surfaces
of matches and flares and in cap gun caps.

Melting point
(White Phosphorus)

Boiling point
(White Phosphorus)

Density
(White Phosphorus)

The oxygen family

For the
skin

Antibiotics
(penicillin)

Can be
found in the
keratin in
our hair

Multipurpose

Solid

Makes onions
and garlic
spicy

The stinky
vitality source!

Discovery year: Ancient

Effective
as medicine

Rubber

Sulfur

Stinky

!
Tires

The rotten egg stink of hot springs and the
strong smell of garlic and onions are all due
to sulfur. But good medicine tastes bitter!
The amino acids in our bodies contain sulfur,
and sulfur has helped us for decades as part
of the world’s first antibiotic. Sulfur dioxide, a by-product of combustion engines, is
a major pollutant as it can eventually form
sulfuric acid in the atmosphere and fall as
acid rain.

Melting point
(crystalline form)

Boiling point

Density
(crystalline form)
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Halogen

Multipurpose

ing
As a swimm
erial
ct
ba
ti
an
pool
t
agen

Chlorine
gas is very
poisonous.

Gaseous
Table salt is
a chlorine
compound.
Sodium
chloride

kills bacteria!
The unrivaled clean-freak

Discovery year: 1774
08 4

Detergents
Bleaches
Chlorine is commonly used in water purification plants and pool water as an anti
bacterial agent. But while it has more or less
eradicated epidemic water diseases such as
typhoid and cholera, it was also used as a
chemical weapon during World War I. It is also
used in many everyday items, such as PVC
plastics, water pipes, and erasers. Though
chlorine itself is very poisonous, chloride ions
are necessary to most forms of life.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(0°C)

Noble gas

Used as a
preservative
gas

0.93%

Industrial
uses
Gaseous

The third most
common gas in
the atmosphere

Affable and easygoing

Discovery year: 1894

Used in
lightbulbs
and
fluorescent
lamps
Insulation
glass
Argon gas doesn’t react with anything under
normal circumstances, which makes it ideal
as a preservative for old texts and to isolate
experimental materials that react violently
with oxygen and hydrogen. It can also be
found in fluorescent lights, where it makes
it easier for the cathodes in the lamp to
discharge electricity. Earth’s atmosphere is
made up of 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, and
1% argon.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 0°C)
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Alkali metal

A soft
metal

For
constipation

Mineral

Cathode
ray tube
glass

Solid
Soluble

Gets the was
te
products goin
g

Can be found
in parsley,
seaweed, and
tomatoes.

The ultra-lively
mineral element

Discovery year: 1807
08 8

Liquid
soap

Potassium is a mineral that is vital to our
bodies and is also one of three main fertilizers used in agriculture. Both potassium and sodium use our cells as their
workplace, where they fire nerves and
contract muscles. Potassium can also
form a multitude of salts with varying
properties, depending on which element
it bonds with. In addition to the sulfuric and chlorine salts used in fertilizers,

Scrub
scrub
Potassium
nitrate in
match heads

Laundry
detergent can
be created by
dissolving plant
potassium in
water.

Poof
potassium fatty acid salts are used in the
production of soaps. Potassium nitrate
(an ionic salt) is used in fireworks and
gunpowder. But even though it’s found
in many places around the house, potassium is the basis for some very famous
poisons. In fact, the poison that we call
cyanide is actually a highly soluble compound composed of potassium, carbon,
and nitrogen.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(–80°C)

Finely divided potassium
can spontaneously
combust in air, so it’s
usually preserved in oil.
08 9

Alkaline
earth metal

Mineral

Burns with
an orange
tint

Solid

Can be found in
milk and yogurt

Chalk is
calcium.

Bones and shining teeth,
The white-clad worker

Discovery year: 1808
09 0

Pure calcium is a white metal. It’s a wellknown ingredient in both yogur t and
milk, and it’s one of the most sold elements in existence. A grown human body
contains approximately 1 kg of calcium,
which makes up our skeleton and teeth,
among other things. Recent advances in
science have enabled us to artificially create the main component of bone, calcium
phosphate. This has in turn given us the

BFF
Wall plaster is
calcium, too!
Marble is also calcium
(calcium carbonate).
Ca
2%

Beautiful
The most
common metal in
the human body

Seashells

Limestone
caves

Pearls

technology to manufacture more natural
tooth prostheses for people who don’t
like amalgam fillings. Does it feel kind of
strange, knowing that almost all of the
minerals in our bodies are actually different kinds of metal? One fun fact is that
the nutrients known as vitamins often get
discussed together with minerals even
though they’re not really basic elements.
Vitamins are actually organic compounds!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Antifreezing
agents used on
roads in winter

091

Transition
metal
Hisss

Looks
down
from
above

Industrial
uses

Shines
incredibly
brightly

Solid

Hah!

I care
not
for the
masses.

Inside metal
halide lamps

It’s very expensive.

Pricey but bland,
The small-time celebrity

Discovery year: 1879
09 2

Compared to other elements with a low
atomic number, scandium is rare and very
expensive. While its weight and other properties are similar to those of aluminum, its
melting point is twice as high. A scandium
fluorescent tube shines twice as brightly,
consumes less electricity, and lasts longer
than its halogen counterpart. It’s easy to see
why these lights are used in high-end cars
and stadiums.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Transition
metal

Industrial
uses

Dissolves dirt and
cleans off water
drops

Titanium
oxide
coating

Dictionary
pages

Solid

Glasses
frames

The super-Useful
smart metal

Discovery year: 1795

Strong against
decay
Used for glasses, piercings, golf clubs, cosmetics, and many other everyday items, titanium was used only for fighter aircraft and
submarines until about 30 years ago, when
new mining technology brought this metal
to the people. It’s very nonr eactive, able to
resist corrosion from both seawater and
chemical compounds, and popular among
people with metal allergies. It is also light,
strong, and abundant.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

093

Transition
metal

Multipurpose
Rumored
to be
good
for the
health

Vanadium steel
is very hard.

Solid

Blue paint
(vanadium zirconium blue)

The controversial
oceanic mineral

Discovery year: 1830
09 4

Some scientists believe that vanadium can
have positive effects on your blood sugar
levels. Whether this is true or not , the
groundwater around Mount Fuji contains
lots of it and is therefore sometimes called
“Vanadium water.” Some types of seaweed
and moss are also rich in the mineral, as well
as some types of marine invertebrate filter
feeders like sea squirts, which have vanadium in their bloodstream.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(19°C)

Chrome
plating

Transition
metal

Doesn’t
rust

Industrial
uses
Stainless steel
Fe - Ni - Cr

Chrome
yellow
is very
beautiful.

Solid
Brings out
the color in
emeralds and
rubies
Hexavalent
chromium is
very toxic.

The tortured artist

Discovery year: 1797

Many have lost trust in chromium because
of pollution issues. But these stem mainly
from the hexavalent chromium oxidation
state, while the trivalent state is an essential
trace mineral. Chromium is also the basis for
many beloved hues, such as viridian and the
vivid colors of emeralds and rubies. And it
is one of the components of stainless steel.
One hopes that its accomplishments have
garnered it a little honor.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

095

Transition
metal

Fe + Mn = a very
strong compound

Industrial
uses
O2

Solid
The cables on the
great Seto bridge
are made of
manganese steel.

A worker of old,
the unsung hero of the
elements

Discovery year: 1774
09 6

H2O2

MnO2

Manganese
dioxide

Often used
in scientific
experiments

Famous as the raw material for dry cell batteries, manganese is a metal found both on
dry land and on the sea floor. But while manganese batteries have been in use since the
late 19th century, they are gradually being
replaced by the alkali family of batteries
(though actually there isn’t much difference
between the materials used in these two
battery types). Manganese is also necessary
for our metabolism.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Get the
lead
out!

Not a
chance.
Iron’s up
next.
Time for a
bathroom
break?

097

Transition
metal

Trains

Mineral
Body
warmers

Ships

Solid

Cars

Tapes

The cogwheel of destiny
that set civilization in
motion

Discovery year: Ancient
09 8

The discover y of iron was the tur ning point for all humankind, allowing us
to throw away our stone tools and set
out on the path to civilization. The first
people to use iron were the ancient Hittites in 1500 BCE. After their kingdom
fell, the Hittite people spread across the
globe, taking their craft with them and
bringing a gradual but significant change
to people’s lives. Iron still accounts for

Mantle
rock

Earth’s
crust
The red in
blood

Solid iron in
Earth’s inner
core
Pots and
pans

Liquid iron in
re
the outer co

roughly 90% of the world’s total metal
production, and since it is incredibly
abundant, easy to work with, strong, and
cheap, it will probably continue to be a
recipe for success far into the future. We
are even more fundamentally dependent
on iron, though, as the hemoglobin that
carries oxygen in our blood also contains iron. It’s all around us, as well as
inside us.

Scissors

Knives

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Weapons
There are just so many
things made of iron.
099

Transition
metal

Industrial
uses

Eye drops

No art
without
cobalt

Solid

Magnets

The blue-clad digital
technician

Discovery year: 1737
100

You probably know cobalt from its charming
signature color, cobalt blue, but did you know
that its name comes from the German word
kobold, which means goblin? Silver miners in
18th century Germany simply didn’t know
how to react when they encountered veins
of this ghastly blue metal that gave off toxic
fumes. Nowadays its magnetic and sensitive
properties make it ideal for use in computer
hard disks and many other items.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Transition
metal

Charging nickelmetal hydride
batteries with
solar panels

Industrial
uses

Solid

Underwire
bras

The Money Maker

Discovery year: 1751

In
engines

The copper-nickel alloy cupronickel is used in
American nickels and in Japanese 100-yen
and 50-yen coins. Over 1,000,000 tons of
nickel are produced worldwide every year.
The metal is used in a multitude of alloys,
especially iron alloys like stainless steel but
also shape-memory titanium alloys. Nickel
has gotten a lot of attention lately with the
advent of environmentally friendly nickelmetal hydride rechargeable cell batteries.

Heat
resistant

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(25°C)
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Transition
metal

Spider, snail,
and octopus
blood

Copper
statues

Mineral
Solid

10-yen coins are
made of bronze.

The metal we’ve cared for
the longest

Discovery year: Ancient
102

Copper wires are
very conductive.

The oldest known man-made metal object is
a 10,000-year-old copper pendant found in
Iraq. Copper conducts heat well and is easy
to work with. It’s too brittle to use for anything other than household tools, but alloying copper with tin to produce bronze made
it possible to construct weapons, musical
instruments, farming tools, and more—an
event so important, we call it the Bronze
Age. Copper deserves a gold medal!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

The zinc
family
Tasty.

Fe + Zn plating
Oysters
contain a lot
of zinc.

Mineral

Solid

Galvanized sheet
metal is great for
water buckets
and roofs.

The picky gourmet
element

Discovery year: Medieval

Copper + zinc =
brass

Zinc is a very important trace mineral, second in our bodies only to iron. For example,
it helps the tongue cells in our taste buds
process our sense of taste. This is why zinc
deficiencies often lead to an impaired appetite. It’s also an excellent construction material, creating alloys such as galvanized sheet
metal with iron and brass with copper. It has
also recently been used as raw material in
creating blue LEDs.
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Boiling point

Density

103

The boron
family

For reading
compact discs

Industrial
uses

Solid
Green light
diodes

Electronic
gizmos

The kind, nerdy element

Discovery year: 1875
104

Are you wondering, “WTF is gallium?” Well,
you should be ashamed! In addition to being
a vital part of both game consoles and Bluray players, it’s also used in semiconductors
and LEDs. Gallium nitride is in almost all new
video equipment, driving the powerful blue
lasers that were unattainable with lesser
technology. This has allowed us to achieve
higher resolutions, sharper colors, and a more
awesome entertainment experience.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

The carbon family

Nostalgia...

Industrial
uses

In wide-angle
camera lenses
Solid

The first
germanium radio

The element from the
good old days

Discovery year: 1885

Not very popular
nowadays
This element might be familiar to the audiophiles out there, since the hear t of the
world’s first transistor radio (produced by
Sony in 1953) was made of germanium. It
was used widely at the dawn of the semiconductor age but has since been replaced
by other elements. Recent rumors hint that
it might be good for the health, though, with
its name appearing on several products such
as “germanium hot baths.”
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Boiling point

Density
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The nitrogen
family

D’oh.

Specialist
uses

Used in semiconductors
with gallium and indium

Used as a poison
too many times

Found
in our
bodies!

Solid

Can be found in
some types of
edible seaweed

The ruthless
dark-side element

Discovery year: Medieval
106

It can also be used to
make medicine.

Most people probably know arsenic as a
poison, rumored to be responsible for the
deaths of Napoleon Bonapar te and King
George III. It blocks enzymes when introduced to the bloodstream, and it is both
odorless and tasteless, which makes it very
hard to detect when hidden in food. Some
types of seaweed naturally contain arsenic,
but not enough to make you sick. Arsenic is
widely used for making semiconductors.

Melting point
(Metal,
pressurized)
Boiling point
(Sublimation)
Density
(Metal)

The oxygen
family
It is
important
to our
bodies.

Mineral

Solid
Used to make
windows for
skyscrapers

Good and evil,
the element with two faces

Discovery year: 1817

Selene
means
“moon” in
Greek.

Japan produces
the most
selenium in
the world!

Selenium is pretty smelly, as it belongs to the
same family as sulfur, but it’s a vital part of
our metabolism. A selenium deficiency makes
your immune system weaker, but if you take
too much, it can damage your intestines and
stomach! It’s pretty easy to take in just the
right amount, as shellfish, vegetables, beef,
eggs, and many other foods contain selenium
in small quantities. Selenium is also used in
night-vision cameras.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(Gray solid)
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Halogen

Specialist
uses

Used in
photography

Liquid

Red liquid =
deadly poison

Fart
’

Surfin
USA

In seawater

More romantic
than it sounds

Discovery year: 1826
108

The French chemist Antoine Jérôme Balard
and the German chemist Carl Jacob Löwig
each independently discovered bromine as
students in 1826. Bromine dyes (extracted
from certain species of snails) were sought
after in ancient Japan and Europe for their
beautiful color, a vivid purple. Silver bromide is also very sensitive to light, which has
made it the basis of modern photography
materials.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(Liquid, 20ºC)

Very
rare

Noble gas

Specialist
uses

Gaseous

The name of
Superman’s home
planet

The brightly shining
flash-man

Discovery year: 1898

Bright

Krypton light
bulbs
Most people probably know that Superman’s
home planet is named Krypton, but the element’s name actually comes from the word
cryptic, as it was very hard to discover. Krypton light bulbs can be made very small and
still outshine any argon-based counterpart,
which makes them popular with photographers and filmmakers. Krypton is also used
in stroboscopes, high-powered gas lasers,
and many other applications.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(Gas form, 20ºC)
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Alkali metal

Specialist
uses

Used to
measure the
age of rocks
Solid
Explodes
violently if it
touches water
Used in cathode
ray tube glass

The timekeeper of the
universe

Discovery year: 1861
112

Atomic clocks made with
rubidium have a yearly
error of 0.1 seconds.
Tick tock. The atomic clock that controls the
NHK time broadcasts* works by monitoring
the energy fluctuations of a rubidium isotope
and misses by only 1 second every 10 years
or so. The half-life of rubidium is a whopping
48.8 billion years, perfect for assessing the
age of Earth’s minerals and asteroid remnants. This is done by measuring the rubidium left in the sample, then calculating how
long it took to decay to that point.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

* NHK shows the current time in the corner of all its TV broadcasts.

Alkaline
earth metal

Specialist
uses

Red

Pop

The vivid
red in
fireworks

Solid

In flares
Fireworks

The sweet
fireball dude

Discovery year: 1787

The scarlet explosions that stand out in
any fireworks show are probably made of
strontium. All alkali and alkaline earth metal
elements burn with different colors, but
strontium outshines the rest with its brilliant
hue. It’s also used in most commercial flares.
It takes after its alkaline earth metal big
brother, calcium, in that it is easily absorbed
into bone. This is why it’s also used for bone
tumor treatments and diagnostic measures.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Transition
metal

rs
Laser pointe

Industrial
uses

Welding

Solid
Car headlights

Metalworking

The pioneer of the
laser world

Discovery year: 1794
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I’m guessing most of us played with pocket
lasers as kids, but did you know that laser is
an acronym that stands for “Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation”?
A mouthful, huh? Yttrium and aluminum
oxides are used in the creation of YAG crystals, which are vital to the construction of
solid-state lasers. They’re used in factories
and hospitals as welding and operatingroom tools.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Transition
metal

Ceramics

In teeth

Knives and
scissors

Multipurpose

Solid

Almost
indistinguis
hable
from real di
amonds

Very
hard and
doesn’t
rust
Here too

Diamonds for everyone!

Discovery year: 1789

Atomic reactors
Zirconium shines as brightly as any diamond
if processed correctly (as cubic zirconia). It
can also be made into a rust-free ceramic
material that’s harder than steel if it’s oxidized, ground into a powder, and sintered.
These advanced ceramics can be used for
creating useful household tools such as scissors and kitchen knives, as well as in more
exotic applications like spacecraft and jet
engines.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Transition
metal

Iron

Niobium

ce
Zero resistan

Industrial
uses

Strong

Superconductivity
occurs at low
temperatures.

Ferroniobium
Solid

The magnets
used in
maglev trains

es
Used in pipelin

Supporting the
practicalities of the
future

Discovery year: 1801
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Niobium is named after Niobe, the daughter of Tantalus in Greek myth, since it bears
some resemblance to element 73 (tantalum). But despite the name’s ancient origins, it now represents an element used in
cutting-edge jet engines, space shuttles,
and maglev vehicles. The metal can create
extremely powerful magnetic materials by
being alloyed with steel. This makes it not
only heat resistant but also superconductive.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Transition
metal

Pfft

Daily
uses
Ultra-modern
toilet seats

Solid

The
strongest
steel is
made with
molybdenum.

The diverse blacksmith

Discovery year: 1778

Industrial
lubricants

Molybdenum steel is a very strong and rustresistant iron alloy. Knives made from this
steel can cost several hundred dollars. This
specialist material is also used in jet plane
landing gear and rocket engines. Recent
research has enabled us to use molybdenum
to heat water more effectively, creating a
new generation of ceramic heaters (used in
automated Japanese toilets, which use warm
jets of water instead of toilet paper).

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Transition
metal

Manmade
Medical

Used to find
blood clots

Solid

Continuously
falls apart

The first
man-made element

Discovery year: 1936
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While there might have been particles of the
43rd element at the time Earth was born,
they have long since decayed. Scientists
searched for this element for decades after
Mendeleev predicted its existence. The element has many medical uses. For example,
because the technetium-99m isotope decays
very quickly, it is used as a radioactive tracer
to perform imaging scans and detect blood
clots.
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Multipurpose
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Solid

Increasing
the size of
hard disks

A celebrity since birth

Discovery year: 1844

Hard but
brittle

Light
Hard
disk

While it hangs out with the other precious
metals, ruthenium isn’t really an accessory
type of guy. However, it did contribute to two
recent Nobel prizes (in 2001 and 2005) as a
catalyst in organic synthetic chemistry. It’s
great for creating higher-capacity magnetic
hard drives, and since it has a beautiful luster and is durable, it’s also used for making
fountain pens. An air of glamour hangs about
this element.
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Boiling point

Density
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Transition
metal

It’s
actually
very rare.

Specialist
uses

Solid

Perfectly
preserved

As a purifier
catalyst
For polishing
jewelry

Always a Bridesmaid,
Never a Bride

Discovery year: 1803
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Only 16 tons of this precious metal are produced every year. And even though it’s of
higher quality than both gold and platinum,
it’s never allowed up on the main stage.
However, it does participate—it’s used as a
coating material. Its beautiful white color
doesn’t lose its shine over time, and it makes
silver and platinum last longer when processed together. This admirable element
supports others at the cost of its own fame.
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Multipurpose
Crack

Solid

The former
ugly duckling

Discovery year: 1803

Palladium and
gold/silver
alloys

Long long ago, it was considered bad luck
when a gold miner found a vein contaminated
by palladium. The element was found about
the same time that the asteroid Pallas was
discovered and was therefore named after
it. It is well liked by scientists as it can hold
up to 900 times its own volume in hydrogen.
Palladium is used in hydrogen fuel cells and
as a catalyst when producing organic compounds. It’s also used in dentistry.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Transition
metal

Daily
uses

Silver nitrate
compounds are
used in photo
paper.

Solid

s
As accessorie
and utensils
For warding off demons

Stylish and good at
what he does

Discovery year: ancient
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Silver’s shine evokes a romantic mood, and
this metal is cheap and easy to work with.
This makes it perfect for utensils and accessories. Silver ions are also particularly good
at killing bacteria by destabilizing their
enzymes, and silver’s gaining ground as a
component of deodorants and odor-resistant
fibers. Its natural enemy is sulfur, which on
contact makes silver go black. So don’t wash
your silverware in the local hot spring!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

The zinc
family

Zinc

Cadmium

Whoa,
man...

Urrya!

Specialist
uses

Smack
Phew

Solid

Splat

Smack

Colorant
Bad for the
kidneys

The rampaging
mad scientist

Discovery year: 1817

A mysterious sickness that spread near the
Jinzuu River from 1912 to 1946 became
known as one of the four big pollution diseases of Japan and was called the itai-itai
(“ouch-ouch”) disease. It was caused by cadmium from a mine upstream. Since it’s very
similar in structure to zinc, cadmium can
enter the body, where it eventually weakens
bones and obstructs the kidneys. Uses include
pigments and nickel-cadmium batteries.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(25°C)
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The boron
family
Commonly
recycled
Sprinkler systems

Specialist
uses

Solid

Dissolves
well in
heat

He’s in season!
The hero of the day

Discovery year: 1863
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LCDs

Indium is indispensable to electronics manufacturers, as it’s used for making flat-screen
T Vs. Its unusual quality of being able to
create transparent and conductive films is
vital for making all types of LCD, plasma,
and OLED* displays. Japan was once the
world’s largest producer of indium, but since
the mine shut down in 2006, people are now
scrambling to enact indium recycling programs all over the world.

Most of it is
produced in
China.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(25°C)

* OLED is a type of light-emitting diode made up of organic compounds.

The carbon
family

Tin cans
are made
of iron and
tin plates.

Multipurpose

Buddha
statues

Solid

Toys

The hero of old
turned slacker

Discovery year: Ancient

Solder is a
lead and tin
alloy.
Tin is abundant, easy to work with, and has
a low melting point. Its alloy with copper,
bronze, has been used throughout history
to make swords and spear tips. It has also
been used in Japan since the Nara period
for building Buddha statues. Despite having been used to make almost everything,
it has few uses left. It can still be found in
tin model toys, tin cans, solder, and printing
equipment, though.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(White tin)
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Used in
linotype
machines

The nitrogen
family

Poison

Multipurpose

Cleopatra’s
makeup

Poisonous

Cleopatra’s darling

Discovery year: 1450
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Solid

Makes things
harder to burn
You don’t see it often these days, but antimony is used in some semiconductors and
in the poles of lead batteries. It’s also used
together with lead in printing equipment and
is steadily gaining ground in other areas.
In ancient Egypt antimony sulfide (as kohl)
was Queen Cleopatra’s eyeliner of choice—
a pretty glamorous past for such a steady
worker. I wouldn’t recommend using it the
same way now, though, as it’s rather toxic.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

The oxygen
family

Wine
cellars

DVD-ROM

Industrial
uses

Solid

Used in
memory
layers

The cute but smelly
element

Discovery year: 1782

Mini-fridges

Sensitive to
temperature

The quaint-sounding element tellurium is
named after the Latin word for our planet,
Tellus, and is used in everything from DVD
data recording to green LEDs. It’s also great
for making quiet and versatile mini-fridges
when compounded with bismuth and selenium. It can be alloyed with iron, copper, and
lead to make these metals easier to work
with. It’s too bad that it smells like garlic,
which makes it a bit hard to be around.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Iodine mouthwash
Japan is
a leading
producer.

Halogen

Mineral
Disinfectant

Born from seaweed
and raised in the
Chiba Prefecture

Discovery year: 1811
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Solid

Seaweed
contains
lots of
iodine.

Iodine is a vital mineral that can be found
in our thyroid gland hormones. The Minami
Kanto gas field in the Chiba prefecture is
one of the largest producers of iodine in the
world, second only to Chile. The silver iodide
compound can be used in a process called
cloud seeding to artificially produce rain.
This method was actually used in Tokyo
during the bone-dr y summer s of 1996
and 2001.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Noble gas
Space
explorers
Xenon lamps

Industrial
uses

Ion engine
propellant
Almost as strong
as sunlight

Gaseous

The Rising gas that
travels among the stars

Discovery year: 1898

The NASA New Millennium program Deep
Space 1 spacecraft, the European Space
Agency’s SMART-1, and the Japanese asteroid probe Hayabusa all have one thing in
common: Their engines ran on xenon fuel.
Xenon engines are about 10 times as fuel
effective as their rocket engine counterparts. Xenon is also used as the active gas in
plasma displays and as a general anesthetic.
Xenon is on the rise!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(gas form, 20ºC)
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130

131

Alkali metal

Industrial
uses

The period of its
electromagnetic
wave * 9,192,631,770
= 1 second

Japan's standard
time runs on a
cesium-based
atomic clock.

Solid

Elements
are
rhythmic!

Second to none

Discovery year: 1860
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Have you ever wondered why one second is
one second long? Earth’s rotational speed
was used until 1967, when the General Conference on Weights and Measures decided
that the second should be further defined.
This is when cesium came into the picture.
Now the second is a multiple of the period
of cesium’s electromagnetic wave. Atomic
clocks based on this measurement miss only
one second every 1.4 million years.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Alkaline
earth metal

Multipurpose

Solid

Stops X-rays

Used in
contrast
fluids for
X-rays

A doctor at work,
a gangster at home

Discovery year: 1808

The white liquid you have to drink before
some X-ray procedures is a solution consisting of a powder called barium sulfate and
water. It’s perfect for analyzing the gastrointestinal tract because X-rays won’t pass
through it. However, dissolving barium ions
in water creates a very strong poison that
causes vomiting and paralysis. Pure metallic
barium reacts violently when exposed to air,
so it’s usually preserved in oil.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Lanthanide

La Ni5

Industrial
uses

Solid
An alloy
that
absorbs
hydrogen

The leader of the
outsiders

Discovery year: 1839
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The next 14 elements are all similar to
lanthanum in both their properties and
application areas, which is why they (and
lanthanum) are grouped together as the
lanthanide family. Though some of the
other lanthanides are magnetic, lanthanum isn’t. It’s used as the flint in lighters,
in the lenses of mobile cameras, and as a
medication to help prevent renal failure.

Used in
telescope
lenses

Mobile
camera
lenses

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(25°C)

Discovery year: 1803

Discovery year: 1885

Lanthanide

Lanthanide

Daily uses

Specialist
uses

Solid
Solid

The mainstay of the
Lanthanides

The Flaming Yellow
Magician
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density (solid)
(25ºC)

Density

More naturally abundant than copper
or silver, cerium is used in sunglasses
and UV-resistant glass for its ability to
absorb ultraviolet rays. It’s also used in
engines as a purification catalyst.

Pure praseodymium is a silver-white
solid, but it tur ns yellow when oxidized. It’s often used in welding goggles
because it absorbs blue light. Its beautiful yellow is also used in pottery enamel.
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Lanthanide

MRI magnets

Smack
Solid

Magnetic

Hybrid car
motors

The world’s strongest
super magnet

Discovery year: 1885
136

Mobile
phone
vibrators

Shake

Shake

The twin brother of praseodymium was
found in the same piece of rock and was consequently named neodymium, which means
“the new twin.” But one should not take the
younger twin lightly! Neodymium, when
alloyed with iron and a few other elements,
produced the world’s strongest magnet in
1982. This new type of magnet was about
1.5 times as strong as the previous record
holder and became instantly famous.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Discovery year: 1926

Discovery year: 1879

Lanthanide

Lanthanide

Magnetic

Manmade
Solid

Solid

The fiery child
born in our reactors

Number two in the world
of magnetism
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point
approx.

Boiling point

Density

Density

The only man-made radioactive lanthanide element is named after the Titan who
gave humanity fire: Prometheus. Born
in our atomic reactors, it produces heat
that’s perfect for powering nuclear cells.

The samarium-cobalt magnet was champion before neodymium claimed the title
of world’s strongest magnet. Even small
lanthanide magnets are exceptionally
strong, so they’re often used in earphones.
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Lanthanide

Industrial
uses

The red display
elements of
CRT screens

Highlights
immune system
responses

Solid

In
luminescent
paint

A resident of the night,
lighting up the dark

Discovery year: 1896
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It’s the element glowing faintly inside
watches and alarm clocks everywhere.
It’s also used in luminous paint and as
an anticounterfeiting measure in euro
banknotes. (How appropriate!) But most
of the world’s europium comes from the
US and China. Europium is also in charge
of the red component in fluorescent lights
and the red display elements in CRT TVs.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Discovery year: 1886

Discovery year: 1843

Lanthanide

Lanthanide

Magnetic

Magnetic

Solid

Solid

Finding illness with the help
of magnetism!

The overlooked magnet
of yesteryear

Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density (25°C)

Density

Gadolinium is a component of the contrast agent used in most MRI examinations, and it’s also in nuclear reactors
because of its ability to absorb emitted
neutrons well.

Terbium is used in actuators, sonar systems, and fluorescent lamps. It’s also
used in electric bicycles and magnetic
glass due to its magnetic properties.
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Discovery year: 1886

Discovery year: 1879

Lanthanide

Lanthanide

Scientific
uses

Daily
uses

Solid
Solid

The strongest tag team!
Dysprosium and Neodymium

A Pal to prostates
everywhere
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Even the strongest neodymium magnet
weakens when heated. That’s where dysprosium comes in. This combination is
essential in places where high temperatures are the norm, like hybrid car engines.
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Holmium lasers are a perfect treatment
method for prostatic hypertrophy. The
laser prevents hemorrhage as the incision is performed. It is also great for
removing renal and urethral stones.

Discovery year: 1843

Discovery year: 1879

Lanthanide

Lanthanide

Industrial
uses

Solid

Industrial
uses

Solid

Managing our worldwide
networks

Erbium's little brother
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density (25°C)

Density

When we send data over the Internet,
we’re sending it as light pulses through
long, reflecting cables; doing this over
long distances would be impossible without erbium light-amplification relays.

Thulium is still not used much in industry
due to being very rare and very hard to
isolate. It is, however, much like erbium,
used in optic fiber light-amplification
units.
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Discovery year: 1878

Discovery year: 1907

Lanthanide

Lanthanide

Specialist
uses

Solid

Solid

Another one from
team Scandinavia

More expensive than gold!
The royal element
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Its name comes from Ytterby, a small
town in Sweden where a multitude of elements have been discovered. Ytterbium’s
uses are very similar to those of erbium,
and it can color glass yellow-green.
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Specialist
uses

It’s hard to believe, but lutetium costs a
whopping ¥50,500* per gram! That’s more
than the price of silver, gold, and platinum combined. It doesn’t really have any
applications outside of research, though.
* There are roughly 100 Japanese yen to 1 US dollar.

Discovery year: 1922

Discovery year: 1802

Transition
metal

Transition
metal

Specialist
uses
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Solid

Solid

Zirconium's
significant other

For bone prostheses and
mobile phones
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

With properties very similar to zirconium’s, hafnium is sometimes used in
nuclear reactor control rods to absorb
neutrons, while zirconium takes the
opposite role of the reactor’s fuel rods.

Since the human body tolerates tantalum
well, it is often used for bone prostheses, artificial joints, and dental implants.
It’s also used in small, efficient electric
capacitors for mobile phones and laptops.
14 3

Transition
metal

Daily uses

Drill bits

Solid

As the filament in
lightbulbs

The world’s most thickskinned artisan

Discovery year: 1781
144

Forms extremely
strong steel
with carbon

When Edison invented the light bulb, he used
a piece of wick as his filament, but it burned
too fast to be useful and broke easily. In the
20th century, we began using tungsten to
make filaments, and thus the tungsten halogen lamp was born. Tungsten has the highest melting point of all the elements. When
carbonized, it produces a super material
that’s almost as hard as diamond and is used
to make abrasion-resistant drills and molds.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Discovery year: 1925

Discovery year: 1803
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Transition
metal

Specialist
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Industrial
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Solid

Solid

Our most recent
natural find

The heaviest sumo
of them all
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Rhenium is our most recent natural find.
It has the second-highest melting point,
just below that of tungsten. This makes
it ideal for high-temperature measuring
equipment and rocket nozzles.

The densest element and the heaviest
metal, osmium becomes very abrasionand rust-resistant when alloyed with
iridium, ruthenium, and platinum. Its
durability suits it for fountain pen tips.
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Transition
metal

Iridium deposits in
Earth’s crust support
Specialist
the theory that the
uses
extinction of the
dinosaurs was caused
by a meteorite.
Solid

Spark plugs are
made of iridium
alloys.

The element closest
to eternity

Discovery year: 1803
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Until 1960, the
international prototype
meter was made out of
a platinum and iridium
alloy.
Gold and platinum are well known for being
used to make wedding rings and other jewelry because of their nonreactive natures,
but the most resilient metal of all is actually iridium. Because of this, the international prototype kilogram is made of an alloy
of about 10% iridium and 90% platinum, as
was the international prototype meter until
1960. If you would like to swear an oath for
eternal love, iridium might be your best bet.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

Transition
metal

Platinum
coils
Solid

Multipurpose

Platinum
jewelry is
very popular.

Catalytic
converters

Used in the treatment of
cerebral aneurysms

The late-blooming
star

Discovery year: 1751

Platinum is popular now, but it played second fiddle to its older siblings gold and silver
when it was discovered in the 18th century.
Its name even means “small silver” in Spanish (platina). But today, due to its exceptional
corrosion resistance, it’s used in jewelry,
electrodes in physical and chemical science,
and coils for treating cerebral aneurisms.
It’s also a key part of some cancer-fighting
drugs.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

14 7

False teeth

Solid

Discovery year: Ancient
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Very
malleable

Multipurpose

Money

The symbol of prosperity,
wealth, and power

Transition
metal

Heh
heh

Gold has always been a symbol of power,
from King Tutankhamun’s golden mask to the
gleaming teeth of hip-hop mainstay Flavor
Flav. In the Middle Ages, alchemists tried to
create gold from other metals; their efforts
served as a precursor to modern chemistry.
Gold is also used in circuitry because of its
excellent heat and electrical conductivity and
in medals and coins for its beauty and corrosion resistance.

I’m in
love!

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

The zinc
family

ll
Roll ro
Very high
surface tension
Multipurpose

Liquid

In older
thermometers

The mutant of the
metal world

Discovery year: Ancient

Poisonous
Mercury is the only metal to be in liquid form
and capable of evaporating at room temperature. It creates soft alloys (amalgams)
when combined with other metals and has
been used as plating for many years. It is
still popular in thermometers and mercury
vapor lamps. It is important to remember
that while it may be easy to work with, it is
highly toxic and can become a double-edged
sword if one is not careful.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
(Liquid, 20ºC)
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The boron family

Specialist
uses
Like butter

throb
throb
Solid

Soft metal
Used in nuclear
cardiography

With the unexpected
ability to detect
heart attacks

Discovery year: 1861
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The most
toxic of all
the heavy
metals
Thallium is known for being almost as toxic
as arsenic. A single gram is enough to kill an
adult. It was the British serial killer Graham
Young’s murder weapon of choice and also
appeared in Agatha Christie’s The Pale Horse.
It was also widely used as a rat and ant poison until the 1970s, when this use was prohibited for obvious reasons. More helpfully,
it is used as a radioactive isotope to help us
find irregular blood flows and the like.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density

The carbon
family

Daily uses

Fishing
sinkers
Doesn't let
radiation through

Solid
In solder

The world authority
who was forced into
early retirement

Discovery year: Ancient

Lead is easy to work with and has had many
uses over the years. The ancient Romans
used it to build their waterways, but since
it’s a strong poison, that might have played
a role in the fall of the Roman Empire. The
word plumbing and the abbreviation Pb come
from the Latin word for lead. Modern uses
include car batteries, solder, and mirrors, but
because of its toxicity and limited reserves,
lead is being phased out of many applications.

Melting point

Boiling point

Density
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Discovery year: 1753

Discovery year: 1898

The nitrogen
family

The oxygen
family

Radioactive
Daily
uses
Specialist
uses

Solid

Solid

The most destructive of the
natural elements

Lead's faithful successor
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Bismuth is useful both in alloys and in
medical applications, such as remedies
for gastric ulcers and diarrhea. Since it’s
similar to lead, it’s gaining popularity as
a nontoxic lead replacement.
15 2

The naturally radioactive element polonium was the first element to be discovered by the Curies, with a radioactive
intensity about 330 times as strong as
that of uranium.

Discovery year: 1940

Discovery year: 1900

Halogen

Noble gas

Radioactive
Scientific
uses

Radioactive

Solid

Scientific
uses

Gaseous

The last samurai of
the halogens

The chubby bathing beauty
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density (Gas, 0°C)

Naturally occurring astatine is the most
rarely encountered element in nature
and has to be synthesized in order to be
studied. Determining its properties is
very hard because its half-life is so short.

Radon is the heaviest gaseous element
at room temperature. Hot springs containing radon are said to have a positive
effect on any bather’s health, but breathing radon can cause lung cancer.
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Discovery year: 1939

Discovery year: 1898

Alkaline
earth metal

Alkali metal

Radioactive
Radioactive

Scientific
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Solid

Solid

The element that bit the
hand that fed it

The fleeting mystery
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density
Approx. 5

Francium has the shortest half-life of all
naturally occurring radioactive elements
at about 22 minutes. It is thought that
the element is solid at room temperature,
but that is still under debate.
15 6

This element was discovered by Marie
Curie in 1898. She received the Nobel prize
in chemistry 1911 for her work but died a
few decades later from ailments brought
on by prolonged exposure to radiation.

Actinide
Radio
active
Solid

Actinide
Radio
active
Solid

Industrial
uses

Scientific
uses

Discovered by two
legendary scientists*

The first actinide
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density
* Germany’s Otto Haan and Lise Meitner
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Industrial
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Holds great promise as
the fuel of tomorrow

For nuclear power plants
and atomic bombs
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density
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Actinide

Actinide

Radio
active

Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Solid
Man-made

Even heavier than
uranium

Used in smoke detectors
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Actinide

Actinide

Radioactive

Radioactive

Solid

Solid
Man-made

Man-made

Named after Pierre
and Marie Curie

Atomic energy for
weapons and power
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Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density (25°C)

Density

Actinide

Actinide

Radioactive

Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Solid
Man-made

Made in the university of
California, Berkeley

found during the hydrogen
bomb experiments
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Actinide

Actinide
Radioactive

Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Solid
Man-made

It's super expensive!
One gram costs
a billion dollars?!

Named after Enrico Fermi,
who developed the first
atomic reactor
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density
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Actinide

Actinide
Radioactive

Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Solid
Man-made

Named after the father
of the table of the
elements, Mendeleev

Named after Ernest
Lawrence, the physicist
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Transition
metal
Radioactive

Actinide
Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Solid
Man-made

Named after Ernest
Rutherford, who discovered
the structure of the atom

Named after the
honorable Alfred Nobel
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Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Transition
metal

Transition
metal
Radioactive
Solid
Man-made

Radioactive
Solid
Man-made

Named after Dubna, Russia,
home of the Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research

Named after the Danish
physicist Niels Bohr
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Transition
metal
Radioactive

Transition
metal
Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Man-made

Solid

Named after its
place of discovery,
Hesse in Germany

named after
Glenn Seaborg, who
discovered ten elements
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density
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Transition
metal
Radioactive

Transition
metal
Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Solid
Man-made

Named after the physicist
who discovered the x-ray,
Wilhelm RÖntgen

Named after the female
Austrian physicist,
Lise Meitner
Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Transition
metal
Radioactive

Radioactive

Solid
Man-made

Man-made

Named after Copernicus,
the astronomer who
preached about the
heliocentric theory

Named after its place of
discovery, Darmstadt
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Melting point

Melting point

Boiling point

Boiling point

Density

Density

Radioactive
Manmade

Scientific uses
Discovery year: 2004

Scientific uses
Discovery year: 2000

Radioactive
Manmade

Scientific uses
Discovery year: 1998

Scientific uses
Discovery year: 2010

Scientific uses
Discovery year: 2003

Scientific uses
Discovery year: 2003
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Element Price Rankings*
These are the top five elements that
are sold as reagents. Elements come
in all different shapes and colors, so
it’s hard to make any generalizations.
This list is based on 1 gram samples
of all the elements to give you a general feeling of their relative prices.
Special elements like uranium and
plutonium can’t really be evaluated,
so they are not listed. Gold and platinum look pretty cheap when put into
perspective like this!

Rhodium
¥60,000
1g powder
(99.9% pure)

Cesium
¥52,400
1g enclosed sample

Lutetium
¥50,500
1g fragment
(99.9% pure)

Scandium
¥45,900
1g ingot
(99.9% pure)

Thulium
¥33,100
1g pellet
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some precious metals
for comparison
platinum
gold
silver

¥4,216
¥3,139
¥51.6

* There are roughly 100 Japanese yen to 1 US dollar.

The Cost of One Human Being
How much does a human cost? I tried
to calculate the price using common
materials that anyone can buy and
included most of the elements in the
human body. If we assume that the
person weighs around 60 kg (132 lbs),
the body’s worth roughly ¥13,000.
I guess it’s up to each person to decide
how much tax goes on top of that...

Zinc
Iron
Sodium &
chlorine
Sulfur
Phosphorus
Potassium
Nitrogen
Carbon
Calcium

Oxygen & hydrogen
Magnesium

~

¥0.5
¥14
¥20
¥288
¥300
¥605
¥774
¥896
¥1,766
¥3,980
¥4,200

0.12 g equivalent
of zinc for experimental use
3 g equivalent in
iron nails
180 g equivalent in
table salt
120 g equivalent
in sulfur for
experimental use
600 g equivalent in
phosphorus-based
fertilizer
240 g equivalent in
potassium-based
fertilizer
1.8 kg equivalent
in nitrogen-based
fertilizer
10.8 kg equivalent
in barbecue coal
0.9 kg equivalent in
calcium carbonate
for experimental use
45 kg equivalent in
water
30 g equivalent
in magnesium for
experimental use

others

¥13,000
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Element Friends
Among the 118 elements, certain groups
of elements have similar properties, and
some of them even reinforce each other’s
reactions. There are elements who play
well with others and others who just want
to pick a fight...

The four explosive
alkali emperors

The three sages of wealth
and prosperity
Gold, silver, and copper are all abundant,
easy to work with, and corrosion resistant, which makes them an exceptionally
accomplished team of metals. This is why
they have been used since ancient times
as currency, raw materials, and prized
possessions. The well-known set of Olympic medals is just one example of many.
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These four element s may seem like a
peaceful bunch, but if you get them wet,
you’ll see just how explosive their tempers
can be! Their pure forms must be kept submerged in oil to prevent the violent reaction caused by contact with water. From
least explosive to most explosive they are
Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium, and Cesium.

The strongest magnet combo
in the world
The digital
semiconductor trio
Silicon, germanium, and tin are the three
main elements used in semiconductor
construction. They are the elite few that
helped Japan become one of the leading
countries in electronics. It is thanks to
them that we have access to computers
and other digital devices today.

Neodymium and samarium are engaged in
an eternal struggle for the title of “world’s
best magnet.” That honor currently goes
to neodymium, but samarium magnets
are both more heat resistant and more
rugged, which makes them the better
choice in many applications.

The Casbah brothers
Sometimes element s with ver y similar properties and very regularly spaced
atomic weights form groups of three in
the table of elements. These groups are
called “triads.” Calcium, strontium, and
barium form one of these groups, and
since their starting letters are Ca, S, and
Ba, I thought “the Casbah brothers” might
be a good family name for them.
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Troublesome elements
Element s that aren’t that dangerou s
by themselves can gain unimaginable
destructive power when paired with a few
others. I thought we could have a look at
a few of the groups that have been stirring up trouble in the world these last few
decades.

Arsenic Trioxide
Arsenic trioxide was used in
the assassination of Napoleon and in the infamous
Wakayama curry poisoning
in the summer of 1998.
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Methamidophos
Methamidophos became
famous in Japan when trace
amounts of the poison were
found in foodstuffs imported
from China. It is made up of a
multitude of elements.

Sarin
Even though sarin is made
up of some ver y familiar
elements, it is an extremely
potent nerve gas.

Formaldehyde
This harmful indoor air pollutant was named as one of
the elements responsible for
“sick building syndrome” in
the 1980s.

Potassium cyanide
The classic poison used
throughout histor y ha s a
surprisingly simple chemical
formula.
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a
That's
wrap!

Is it...
is it over?

Hehehe
Great
work!!

Thud

How to Eat the Elements

Our bodies are also made of elements—about 34 different elements, actually. That means that over one third of all the elements we’ve looked at so
far are actually a part of us. It’s easy to think that elements exist only in the
outside world, but...

We’re all element treasure houses.
And among them are lots of elements that you might have thought you’d
never have anything to do with, like strontium or molybdenum. It might surprise you to know that arsenic is one of them, too. Arsenic, which is almost
synonymous with poison, actually exists naturally within us. This is also true
for other unfamiliar elements like cadmium, beryllium, and radium. They’re
all a part of our bodies.
But of course elements are not created inside our bodies. They are all there
because we’ve eaten them at some point. Before that, they were part of
some other entity.

118

= Elements in our bodies
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The elements
inside our
bodies
Hydrogen

Boron

Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Fluorine

Sodium

Magnesium

Aluminum

Silicon

Phosphorus

Sulfur

Chlorine

Potassium

Calcium

Vanadium

Chromium

Manganese

Iron

Cobalt

Nickel

Copper

Zinc

Arsenic

Selenium

Rubidium

Strontium

Molybdenum

Cadmium

Tin

Iodine

Barium

Mercury

Lead
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The average human is made up of about 65% oxygen, 18% carbon, and
10% hydrogen.

Wait a second! That’s almost 100%!
In reality, about 28 of those 34 elements don’t even amount to 1% of our
total mass. But just because these elements appear in tiny amounts doesn’t
mean they’re not important—quite the opposite! Even if only a tenth of a
percent of the elements in our bodies were to go missing, we’d be dead.
These low-volume but important elements are called trace elements, and
most of them are metals. The most important of these are called...

Minerals.
Minerals are absolutely necessary to all living beings, including humans.
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Abundant elements

Others

Phosphorus

Calcium

Sulfur
Potassium
Sodium
Chlorine
Magnesium

Rare

Very rare
Nitrogen

Hydrogen

Carbon

Oxygen

= minerals

Iron
Fluorine
Silicon
Zinc
Strontium
Rubidium
Lead
Manganese
Copper
Aluminum
Cadmium
Tin
Barium
Mercury
Selenium
Iodine
Molybdenum
Nickel
Boron
Chromium
Arsenic
Cobalt
Vanadium

Ultra rare
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Right now, there are around 17 recognized dietary minerals.* They are the
starting point for many compounds, and they help control how other elements react with each other.

They are like the playmakers of our bodies.
If the body were an orchestra, the minerals would be its conductor. If it were
an airport, the minerals would be its control tower. If a company, its director. That is what minerals do. If we run low on iron, we get anemic, and if we
don’t get enough calcium, we get irritated. Our bodies cannot function without proper playmakers, just like a good soccer team.

But more doesn’t mean better.
It’s best to have just a few leaders. Nothing good ever comes from having
too many. I will introduce all 17 dietary minerals in this chapter, including
how they help our bodies, in which types of food they can be found, and what
happens if we take in too much or too little.

* There’s still some disagreement about which of these are essential to living organisms—
some scientists say 13, some say 20 or more. Note that these dietary minerals should not be
confused with “minerals” in the general sense, of which there are over 4,000!
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Minerals are conductors.
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Sodium

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

Muscle pains
Vomiting

Pickles

Miso

Heat
cramps

Feebleness
Soy sauce

Dried foods

Loss of
appetite

High blood pressure
Higher risk for
gastric cancer
Dehydration
High body
temperature

Sauces

The most important
lifesaver mineral
of them all
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If you have
too much...

Most of our sodium intake is from
table salt (sodium chloride). Many
people have cut down on salt in their
diet because it can cause problems.
But if you ever find yourself sweating
a lot or sick with diarrhea, consider
taking supplemental sodium because
of all the liquid loss, or you might find
yourself with a deficiency.

Recommended
daily intake
(average)

Magnesium

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

Circulatory
disease
Toasted nori

Kelp

Bananas

Spinach

Fish

Soybeans

Seaweed

Muscle
shivers

Uneven
pulse

If you have
too much...
Sesame

Building our bodies!
The meaty element

Magnesium is found in our bones,
where it keeps them strong and helps
promote growth, and in our brains,
where it helps maintain the thyroid gland. It also helps activate all
types of enzymes. Chronic alcoholics
should take note: When lots of alcohol
leaves our bodies, it takes significant
amounts of magnesium with it.

Diarrhea
Low blood pressure
Abdominal cramping

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women
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Potassium

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...
tite
Loss of appe

Arrhythmia
Persimmons

Bananas

Respiratory
disease

Sweet
potatoes

Weakness

Vomiting
Spinach

Tomatoes

Soybeans

Muscle
paralysis

Diarrhea

If you have
too much...
Watermelons

The Mega
Multitasker

18 0

Sardines

Hypocalcemia

Potassium is always on the move.
Be it composing proteins, managing the liquid level between cells, or
just taking care of one of the many
signaling duties that must be performed, potassium is on the job. Any
extra potassium is dealt with by the
kidneys, so if they fail, taking too
much becomes a definite health risk.

Hypercalcemia
Cushing’s syndrome
Uremia
Urinary occlusion

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women

Calcium

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...
Irritation

Dried
radish

Insomnia

Dairy
products

Seaweeds

Epilepsy

Dried young
sardines

Dried
shrimp

Tooth
and bone
development
impairment

Osteoporosis

If you have
too much...
Sardines

Tofu

The steady mainstay
who knows how to make
strong bones

Spinach

Most people know that calcium is
essential for tooth and bone growth,
but its usefulness doesn’t stop there,
as it has a multitude of other functions. It often works with magnesium,
so taking both elements at the same
time usually makes them work more
efficiently. Vitamin D makes digesting
calcium easier.

Hallucinations
Weakness
Urinary stones
Difficulty absorbing
other minerals
Hypercalcemia

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women
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Phosphorus

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...
Decreased muscle
strength

Dairy
products

Seaweeds

Fruits

Fish and
shellfish

Meats

Grains

Aparathyroidism

Beans

Nuts

If you have too much...
Calcium absorption difficulties
Hyperparathyroidism
Decreased kidney function

Building our DNA!
The intellectual element

18 2

Phosphorus, famous as the ignition
agent of matches, not only is responsible for the information in our DNA
but is also a vital component in our
cell membranes and neurons. It is also
used as an additive in processed foods
and as a preservative, so some people
think we are taking in too much phosphorus these days.

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women

Zinc

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...
Anemia
Skin
n
inflammatio

Almonds

Kouya
tofu

Cashews

Cod roe

Oysters

Taste
disorders

Liver

Development
disorders

Impotency

If you have too much...
Saury

Scallops

The loving mother
element

Eel

Gastrointestinal irritation, low blood pressure,
uropenia, anemia, pancreatic disorders,
increase of LDLs, decrease of HDLs,
decrease of immune response, headaches,
nausea, stomachache, diarrhea

Zinc is required for protein composition as well as correct propagation of
gene information and gene expression. Suffering from a zinc deficiency
during puber t y might af fec t the
development of secondary sex characteristics such as facial hair for men
and breast size for women. So even
teenagers should eat properly!

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women
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Chromium

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

Corneal
disease

Black
pepper

Whole
grains

High
cholesterol

Brewer’s
yeast

Arterial
hardening
Beans

Mushrooms

Liver
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Glucose
intolerance

If you have
too much...
Gastrointestinal disorders
Central nervous system
disorders
Liver and kidney disease
Development disorders
Increased risk for lung
cancer

Shrimp

The guardian deity of our
blood sugar levels

Diabetes

Most of the chromium in our food is
trivalent chromium, which is used in
the metabolism of sugars, proteins,
and cholesterol. Deficiencies might
lead to diabetes or high cholesterol
levels, but the amount you need is
very small and can be found in basically all foods.

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women

Selenium

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

e
Heart diseas
Sesame
seeds

Eggs

Fish and
shellfish

Chocolate

Increased risk of
lifestyle diseases
such as cancer
and Alzheimer’s
disease

Beef
Seaweeds

If you have
too much...

Liver
Squid

The young supporter,
cheering life on

Working as an antioxidant and an
immunity booster, selenium helps
prevent lifestyle diseases. But having
too much is highly toxic and can lead
to nail disfigurement and hair loss. It
works best when taken together with
vitamin E, which can be found in most
types of nuts.

Fatigue, nausea,
stomachache, diarrhea,
peripheral neuropathy,
liver cirrhosis, rough skin,
hair loss, gastrointestinal
disorders, vomiting, nail
disfigurement

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women
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Molybdenum

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

Blindness

Liver

Grains

Neurological
disease

Development
disorders

Polycardia

Beans
Dairy
products

Increases
of uric
acid in the
bloodstream

If you have
too much...
Development disorders
Neurological symptoms
Arthritis
Anemia

Supporting
our enzymes!
The body’s
maintenance man
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In addition to assisting our enzymes,
molybdenum also boosts the effect
of iron in our system, which reduces
the risk for anemia. We don’t need
a lot of it, and you should be able to
get enough from almost any diet. Milk
contains a lot of molybdenum; around
25–75 µg per liter!

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women

Iron

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

Anemia

Soybeans

Chicken

Liver

Fatigue

Loss of
appetite
Spinach

Brown
algae

Eggs

Sesame
seeds

The leader of the
minerals who
keeps us happy and
healthy!

Sardines
Decreased
immune
response

Turtle
blood
Even the ancient Greeks knew about
the relationship between iron and our
bodies. Almost 65% of all the iron we
consume is used in blood production, so running short is a definite
risk. Taking it with vitamin C makes
it easier for us to absorb, but tea
and coffee have the opposite effect
because of something called tannin.

If you have
too much...
Siderosis
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Shock
GI disorders
(constipation,
nausea)

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women
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Can be found in

Iodine

If you don’t have enough...

Decreased
thyroid
function

Goiter

Seaweeds

Fish and
shellfish

If you have
too much...
Goiter
Grave’s disease
Hyperthyroidism

The life-force spouting
power pump
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A mineral that affects both body and
mind, iodine is a vital component in
the thyroid hormones that control
metabolism and the autonomic nervous system. Since it’s common in
seafood, island nations like Japan
have no problem with a bsorbing
enough. Inland areas of America
depend on adding iodine to table salt.

Recommended
daily intake
(average)

Copper

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...
Hair loss

Brewer’s
yeast

Chocolate

Shellfish

Anemia
Bone
disease

Cow liver

Beans

Mushrooms

Crustaceans

Fruits
Squid and
octopus

Stopping heart attacks!
The key to a long life

If you have
too much...
Liver cirrhosis,
diarrhea, nausea,
motor disturbance,
sensory nerve
disorders, jaundice,
gastrointestinal
disorders, low blood
pressure, hematuria,
anuria

People don’t really think of it as a
mineral, but there are over 100 mg
of copper in an adult body, residing
mainly in the blood, brain, liver, and
kidneys. It also has a proven preventive effect against heart attacks and
arterial sclerosis, so middle-aged and
elderly people would do well to eat
lots of fish!

White
blood cell
deficiency

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women
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Manganese

Can be found in

If you don’t have enough...

Fat and sugar
metabolism
disorders
Green
tea

Seaweeds

Beef

Development
disorders
Pregnancy
disorders
(women)

Beans

Powdered
green tea

Oysters

Bone
disease

Clams

The supporting
element that nails the
important parts
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A 70 kg adult contains about 12 mg
of manganese. It is extra important
to pregnant women and affects our
motor functions. Experiments with
rat s have shown that manganese
deficiencies can lead to smaller testicles in males. But you don’t have to
worry about that as long as you have
a relatively normal diet.

If you have
too much...
Low blood pressure
Neurological disorders
Headaches
Motor function disorders
Language disorders
Parkinson’s-like diseases

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women

Eggs

Meats

Soy
sauce
Miso

Green
tea
Fish and
shellfish

Meats

Oysters

Sulfur is a component of the amino
acids that make up the proteins
in our bodies and keep us healthy
by maint aining our sk in, nail s,
and hair. Deficiencies can lead to
skin inflammation and diminished
metabolism. It can be found in eggs,
meat, and fish.
Chlorine is very important to the
digestive system, as it is one of the
main components of the hydrochloric acid (gastric acid) secreted into
the stomach. As it can be found in
table salt, deficiencies should never
become a problem. Excess chlorine
is excreted through both sweating
and urination, so no worries there
either.
Fluorine keeps our bones and teeth
strong. Since sodium fluoride also
has preventive effects on cavities,
small amount s are put into the
tap water in some areas. Japanese
people never have to worry about
running low on fluorine since large
quantities can be found in both seafood and green tea leaves.
You shouldn’t have to worry about
cobalt deficiencies if you make sure
to eat a lot of seafood and meat
proteins, as they contain vitamin
B12, which in tur n contains the
mineral. Not having enough cobalt
can lead to anemia, no matter how
much iron you take in. It might not
be a very versatile element, but it is
important nonetheless.

Recommended
daily intake
(average)
Men
Women

Recommended
daily intake
(average)

Not
noteworthy

Recommended
daily intake
(average)

Not
noteworthy

Recommended
daily intake
(average)

Not
noteworthy
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Miso soup with
seaweed and tofu
Seaweed
*I’ve listed all elements except C, N, H, and O since they are in all items.

Pickled
radish

Soy sauce

Tofu

Tangerine

Miso

Green tea

There
are lots of
minerals in
a Japanese
breakfast.

Nori

Sardine

Fish is
better
than
meat.
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Rice

Even more
minerals if
you choose
brown rice!

Even more
minerals if
it contains
bean
sprouts!

Salad

Fruit yogurt
Yogurt

Bread
Fruits

Butter

Corn soup
Bacon and eggs
Bacon

Eggs
Black pepper

Coffee

Sprinkle a
little salt on
r
your eggs fo
more iodine.

Eggs also
contain
a lot of
minerals.
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He’s just
overworked.

Some of the elements we’ve looked at so far, like germanium, were very
popular a few years back but aren’t really used any more. Other elements
like indium only recently came into the spotlight.

Some elements are so popular, it’s becoming a problem.
Long ago, batteries were made using nickel. Because of this, the price of
nickel skyrocketed, forcing us to come up with the lithium battery as a
cheaper replacement. Indium, used in LCD displays, is also getting more
expensive by the year. Scarce elements like indium and elements that are
generally very hard to process or extract are called rare metals.

Almost all rare metals in Japan are imported today.
Of course, Japan didn’t really have any natural rare metal resources to begin
with. Since Japan is importing almost its entire demand for rare metals, it
would be extremely bad if that stream of raw materials were ever to stop.
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The rarest metals
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Tungsten is required to make the tools we need to build things. Nickel and
molybdenum imports let us create stainless steel products. And gallium and
its related metals are the basis for our semiconductors. No semiconductors
means no computers or mobile phones. These few elements carry Japan’s
economy on their shoulders.

But the risk of an element crisis is very real.
The popularity of some metals has driven their price up to the point that it’s
hard to acquire them at all. This is true not only for Japan but for the entire
world. This makes the element crisis at least as serious as the impending oil
crisis, and some countries have already begun stockpiling hard-to-find elements while they promote research for potential replacements.
But it might not be enough. We, as different countries and cultures, must
learn to work together to solve the crisis.
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We can’t
make
anything!

We won’t be able to
make strong tools
without tungsten.

The manufacturing
industry comes to a stop.

It’s
hopeless.

We can’t make
semiconductors when
elements like gallium
run out.

LCD TVs
require
indium.

This also means no more
computers and other hightech equipment.

Stainless steel
is made of
molybdenum and
nickel.

I can’t
imagine a
ut
world witho
stainless
steel.

And batteries are
made with lithium.
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We are now able to perform advanced recycling of home electronics and
even mobile phones. It’s not just about being kind to the environment, it’s
also about reclaiming precious rare metals from our garbage. In some cases
the element could become unrecoverable if not processed correctly.

We cannot make elements.
Why don’t we just make elements if we need them so badly? Just put two
hydrogen atoms together and you’ve got helium! The protons and electrons
are all there, so how hard can it be?

If we could create them like that, they wouldn’t be elements.
An atomic reaction or an incredible amount of energy is required to reshape
an atomic nucleus. But inducing atomic reactions produces radioactive materials, which emit dangerous radioactive rays. The elements are called elements because they are hard to create and alter.
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Lutetium,
please.

I’ll go
put some
together.

Wouldn’t it be great
if this were real?
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Our current way of life is supported by our use and knowledge of elements.
It might not be apparent, but elements are responsible for the most basic
parts of our modern world.

In the future, everyone will be a scientist.
The concept of the “low-carbon economy” has become more popular lately.
Maybe we need to start examining our environmental problems at the element level as well. The greenhouse gas problem, for example, is aggravated
by us humans releasing underground carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
The element crisis is of course another problem, and I’m hoping that you will
become more aware of your rare metal usage after getting to know these
elements a little better.
If we could get everyone to take an interest in the elements that make up
our world and apply that knowledge in their daily lives, this looming crisis
may never come to pass. I would be honored if you decided to adopt a more
rare metal–aware lifestyle after reading this book.
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INDEX
Actinium, 157
Aluminum, 79
Americium, 158
Antimony, 126
Argon, 85
Arsenic, 106
Astatine, 153
Barium, 133
Berkelium, 159
Beryllium, 68
Bohrium, 161
Boron, 69
Bromine, 108
Cadmium, 123
Calcium, 90
Californium, 159
Carbon, 70
Cerium, 135
Cesium, 132
Chlorine, 84
Chromium, 95
Cobalt, 100
Copernicium, 162
Copper, 102
Curium, 158
Darmstadtium, 162
Dubnium, 161
Dysprosium, 140
Einsteinium, 159
Erbium, 141
Europium, 138
Fermium, 159
Flerovium, 163
Fluorine, 74
Francium, 156

Gadolinium, 139
Gallium, 104
Germanium, 105
Gold, 148
Hafnium, 143
Hassium, 161
Helium, 66
Holmium, 140
Hydrogen, 64
Indium, 124
Iodine, 128
Iridium, 146
Iron, 98
Krypton, 109
Lanthanum, 134
Lawrencium, 160
Lead, 151
Lithium, 67
Livermorium, 163
Lutetium, 142
Magnesium, 78
Manganese, 96
Meitnerium, 162
Mendelevium, 160
Mercury, 149
Molybdenum, 117
Neodymium, 136
Neon, 75
Neptunium, 158
Nickel, 101
Niobium, 116
Nitrogen, 72
Nobelium, 160
Osmium, 145
Oxygen, 73
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Palladium, 121
Phosphorus, 82
Platinum, 147
Plutonium, 158
Polonium, 152
Potassium, 88
Praseodymium, 135
Promethium, 137
Protactinium, 157

Ununoctium, 163
Ununpentium, 163
Ununseptium, 163
Ununtrium, 163
Uranium, 157

Radium, 156
Radon, 153
Rhenium, 145
Rhodium, 120
Roentgenium, 162
Rubidium, 112
Ruthenium, 119
Rutherfordium, 160

Ytterbium, 142
Yttrium, 114

Samarium, 137
Scandium, 92
Seaborgium, 161
Selenium, 107
Silicon, 80
Silver, 122
Sodium, 76
Strontium, 113
Sulfur, 83
Tantalum, 143
Technetium, 118
Tellurium, 127
Terbium, 139
Thallium, 150
Thorium, 157
Thulium, 141
Tin, 125
Titanium, 93
Tungsten, 144

Vanadium, 94
Xenon, 129

Zinc, 103
Zirconium, 115

Afterword
I imagine many people remember which element they first heard about. Mine was uranium. I was still in primary school when I saw the movie Barefoot Gen with my mother at
the local community center. As some of you may know, the movie is about the bombing of
Hiroshima during World War II. I still remember the intensity of the movie, and by the end
of the show, it had rendered my young self completely speechless. The following weeks I
had trouble sleeping, and the scene where the bomb explodes haunted me day and night. I
convinced myself that I had to learn more about the bomb, not because I had some passing
interest in it, but because I felt that I would never be able to let it go if I didn’t. I was completely terrified. It was then that I first learned of the elements uranium and plutonium and
of the world of neutrons, protons, and electrons. I recall how calming it was to read about
the bomb and how it worked.
When I was contacted by Fumiko Kakoi of Kagaku Doujin to make a book about the periodic table, I didn’t think much of the idea at first. I didn’t really know much about the elements, even after my illuminating (and traumatic) experience with Barefoot Gen as a child. I
wasn’t sure how to proceed but finally decided to meet with Professor Kouhei Tamao of the
Institute of Physical and Chemical Research and Professor Hiromu Sakurai of Kyoto Pharmaceutical University. They taught me about the impending element crisis and about the
importance of the metals present in our bodies. It was a truly eye-opening experience to
hear about the intricate bond that our bodies share with the elements. Everything I learned
there and from then on finally coalesced into the book you’re reading right now. I would like
nothing more than to let my old self, the one who didn’t care about the elements, read it,
and I hope that it can be of help to anyone else who might want to take a gander.
I didn’t complete this book by myself—far from it. My little sister Makiko Kajitani, who
also happens to be a writer, helped me so much in so many ways that it might have been
more fair to list her as a co-author. I am also very grateful to Takahito Terashima, whom
I sadly never met, who helped me greatly in editing the book. And my companion for two
years now, Kakoi-san of Kagaku Doujin, has helped me with every aspect of the book, from
research and gathering materials to proofreading. Words cannot adequately describe the
gratitude I feel toward you all.
Thank you so much.
Bunpei Yorifuji
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